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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: RS-EPI has been suggested as an alternative approach to EPI for
high-resolution DWI with reduced distortions. To determine whether RS-EPI is a useful approach for
routine clinical use, we implemented GRAPPA-accelerated RS-EPI DWI at our pediatric hospital and
graded the images alongside standard accelerated (ASSET) EPI DWI used routinely for clinical studies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: GRAPPA-accelerated RS-EPI DWIs and ASSET EPI DWIs were acquired
on 35 pediatric patients using a 3T system in 35 pediatric patients. The images were graded alongside
each other by using a 7-point Likert scale as follows: 1, nondiagnostic; 2, poor; 3, acceptable; 4,
standard; 5, above average; 6, good; and 7, outstanding.

RESULTS: The following were the average scores for EPI and RS-EPI, respectively: resolution, 3.5/5.2;
distortion level, 2.9/6.0; SNR, 3.4/4.1; lesion conspicuity, 3.3/5.9; and diagnostic confidence, 3.2/6.0.
Overall, the RS-EPI had significantly improved diagnostic confidence and more reliably defined the
extent and structure of several lesions. Although ASSET EPI scans had better SNR per scanning time,
the higher spatial resolution as well as reduced blurring and distortions on RS-EPI scans helped to
better reveal important anatomic details at the cortical-subcortical levels, brain stem, temporal and
inferior frontal lobes, skull base, sinonasal cavity, cranial nerves, and orbits.

CONCLUSIONS: This work shows the importance of both resolution and decreased distortions in the
clinics, which can be accomplished by a combination of parallel imaging and alternative k-space
trajectories such as RS-EPI.

ABBREVIATIONS: ASSET � array spatial sensitivity encoding technique; DTI � diffusion tensor
imaging; DWI � diffusion-weighted imaging; EPI � echo-planar imaging; FSE � fast spin-echo;
GRAPPA � generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisition; PROPELLER � periodically
rotated overlapping parallel lines with enhanced reconstruction; RS-EPI � readout-segment-
ed�echo-planar imaging; SNR � signal intensity–to-noise ratio; TEmin � minimum TE

In the past decade, DWI has emerged as an important tech-
nique not only in stroke imaging but also in various other

clinical settings. DWI often enables detection of subtle lesions,
narrows the differential diagnoses, and provides insight into
the disease time course. When combined with conventional
MR imaging, DWI has become a powerful tool in characteriz-
ing tissue physiology. DWI particularly plays an important
role in pediatric neuroradiology, in which there are multiple
pathologic processes sensitive to diffusion abnormality, in-
cluding primary or secondary energy failure, toxic-metabolic
disorders, seizure, trauma (accidental or nonaccidental), de-
myelination, tumors, infection, and others.

Single-shot EPI is currently the sequence used most rou-
tinely for clinical studies in DWI. However, EPI has geometric
distortion and signal-intensity drop-out (particularly at tis-

sue-air boundaries) and overall T2*-induced blurring. With
increasing field strength, these effects are even more pro-
nounced. The introduction of parallel imaging has helped to
reduce these artifacts and to significantly improve the quality
of EPI DWI. However, EPI in combination with parallel im-
aging can reduce distortion only to a certain point. Because
distortion is proportional to the matrix size in EPI, distortion
and blurring artifacts can become increasingly prohibitive at
higher resolutions.

There are other methods that can reduce distortion, one
being interleaved (or multishot) EPI; however, this has ghost-
ing artifacts in the presence of motion. Despite the absence of
geometric-distortion artifacts, FSE-based sequences have also
been difficult to use in clinical practice, mainly because they
have a long scanning time and violate the Carr-Purcell-
Meiboom-Gill condition. Another way to reduce distortion is
by using RS-EPI.1-4 Figure 1 compares the EPI and the RS-EPI
pulse-timing diagram and k-space trajectory. By acquiring
several adjacent segments or “blinds” in RS-EPI (in this case 7
blinds), one can reduce geometric distortion by a factor pro-
portional to the blind width (limited by the slew-rate con-
straint). Because of the much higher bandwidth per pixel, RS-
EPI is capable of acquiring images with significantly reduced
distortion compared with EPI and offers the potential of get-
ting DWIs comparable with regular anatomic scans.4 Note
that for RS-EPI, one needs to correct for the effects of minus-
cule motion that occurs between blinds; this process is known
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as “phase correction.” To do this, an extra navigator blind is
acquired, and each individual blind can be phase-corrected.
The navigator blind can also be used to correct for motion
between blinds in the presence of rigid-body motion. Thus,
RS-EPI can be made robust toward motion,4 while keeping
distortion minimized and the scanning time reasonable for
routine clinical use.

The purpose of this study was to implement GRAPPA-
accelerated RS-EPI DWI on a clinical scanner at 3T for pedi-
atric imaging and to demonstrate patient data. To demon-
strate the relative importance of higher resolution and
reduced distortion, we performed a comparative evaluation
between our optimized sequence with a tailored reconstruc-
tion and what is currently state-of-the-art for DWI. Specifi-
cally, we acquired RS-EPI diffusion data on 35 pediatric pa-
tients and compared the image quality with images acquired
with the standard accelerated (ASSET) EPI DWI used rou-
tinely for clinical studies at our pediatric hospital. The images
were evaluated by a neuroradiologist (K.Y.) on the basis of 5
measures of image quality.

Materials and Methods

Clinical Patients
Thirty-five consecutive pediatric patients who were undergoing

brain MR imaging at our institution were prospectively enrolled in

this study and evaluated. Nineteen patients were female and 15

were males between the ages of 1 day to 18 years of age and were

imaged for a variety of clinical indications. All scans were obtained

under approval of the review board from our institution, and writ-

ten informed consent was obtained from subjects’ parents.

MR Imaging
RS-EPI and single-shot EPI images were acquired on 35 patients by

using a 3T whole-body DVMR 750 system (GE Healthcare, Milwau-

kee, Wisconsin) with an 8-channel head coil and a high-performance

gradient system (gradient strength � 50 mT/m, slew rate � 200 mT/

m/s). The following parameters were used for both sequences: FOV �

20 cm, section thickness � 4 mm, TR � 3 seconds, 1 b � 0 and 3

diffusion directions with b � 1000 s/mm2 (xyz diffusion encoding).

The routine ASSET-accelerated EPI sequence used a matrix size of

128 � 128, an acceleration factor R � 2, TEmin of 80 ms, partial

Fourier encoding with 16 overscans, and a scanning time of 50 sec-

onds. RS-EPI used a twice-refocused diffusion preparation with a

matrix size of 192 � 192, 7 blinds (width � 64, blind overlap factor �

57%), R � 3, NEX of 3, TEmin � 69 ms, partial Fourier encoding with

18 overscans, and a scanning time of 4:12 minutes.

Note that the ASSET-accelerated EPI sequence used here is the

current standard clinical protocol used at our institution. The matrix

resolution of 128 � 128 has been established in our practice to keep

the distortion level and T2 shinethrough within reasonable limits,

while the acceleration factor has been kept at 2 (for use with our

8-channel coil) to avoid aliasing artifacts common with the sensitivity

encoding�based reconstruction provided by our vendor. Similarly,

the RS-EPI sequence parameters used in this study have been estab-

lished by the authors as an acceptable trade-off between distortion

reduction and SNR.

A detailed description of the postprocessing for RS-EPI is found

elsewhere.4 An important part of the reconstruction to note here,

however, is that each blind was phase-corrected (with the use of the

navigator blind) by using a triangular windowing approach,5 which

allowed complex signal-intensity averaging instead of magnitude av-

eraging that is usually used for DWI. Here, a window radius of 0.25

Fig 1. Pulse-timing diagram and k-space traversal of the (A) EPI and (B) RS-EPI trajectories. In RS-EPI, each imaging blind is accompanied by a navigator blind acquired at the center of
k-space (not shown in the k-space traversal schematic) to perform a phase correction that will correct for phase differences between blinds. The purple dotted line denotes the
“echo-spacing”—that is, the time between consecutive echoes in an EPI echo-train. The amount of geometric distortion in an image is proportional to this. The distortion meter shows
the resulting distortion reduction (drawn to scale) with the use of RS-EPI, assuming a blind width of 64 and a matrix size of 192 � 192.
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was chosen, because a previous clinical study6 demonstrated that un-

der most circumstances this “minimal” phase-correction is sufficient

to correct for phase artifacts seen in EPI due to brain pulsation.

Image Assessment
A pediatric neuroradiologist (blinded to which sequence was re-

viewed) evaluated the iso-DWIs acquired on the 35 patients by using

RS-EPI and EPI, scoring them in terms of resolution, distortion level,

SNR, lesion conspicuity, and diagnostic confidence on a 7-point Lik-

ert scale as follows: 1, nondiagnostic; 2, poor; 3, acceptable; 4, stan-

dard; 5, above average; 6, good; and 7, outstanding. Note that the SNR

was not normalized for scanning time. First, the images were scored

independently for each sequence, followed by a re-evaluation of the

RS-EPI images with the EPI and RS-EPI datasets viewed together.

Finally, a direct side-by-side comparison of the images was performed

(RS-EPI alongside EPI) on all evaluation criteria, and an overall se-

quence preference was thereby selected on a “winner-takes-all” basis.

While the independently viewed images gave more room for subjec-

tive variance, the direct comparison allowed all 5 measures of image

quality to weigh into the radiologist’s decision. Wilcoxon signed rank

tests were used to assess the radiologist’s ratings. Final diagnosis was

made by another pediatric neuroradiologist (P.D.B.) by using all clin-

ical and imaging material (including previous examinations if avail-

able) and served as ground truth for the study.

Results
The average scores calculated across 35 patients are shown in
Fig 2. The following scores were given to EPI, RS-EPI, and
RS-EPI re-evaluated alongside the EPI, respectively: resolu-
tion, 3.5/5.8/5.2; distortion level, 2.9/5.5/6.0; SNR, 3.4/4.2/4.1;
lesion conspicuity, 3.3/6.0/5.9; and diagnostic confidence, 3.2/
5.8/6.0. The P values for EPI versus RS-EPI viewed first inde-
pendently and then as a direct comparison, were as follows:
resolution, 1.9 � 10�6 / 1.2 � 10�6; distortion level, 1.3 �
10�6 / 9.5 � 10�7; SNR, .006/.007; lesion conspicuity, .005/
.007; and diagnostic confidence, 1.3 � 10�6 / 1.9 � 10�6.
Overall, the RS-EPI had significantly improved diagnostic
confidence. RS-EPI identified a lesion not found by EPI in 1
patient (a small subdural empyema, Fig 3) and more accu-
rately defined the extent and location of the lesions, such as
ischemic injury, metabolic disorder (Fig 4), a cystic encepha-
lomalacia (Fig 5), and a skull base tumor. In 1 case, RS-EPI

(Fig 6B) correctly identified a false-positive ischemic lesion in
the temporal lobe seen on EPI in a patient with Moyamoya
disease (Fig 6A). In another case, RS-EPI (Fig 6D) correctly
identified a false-negative ischemic lesion in the temporal lobe
in a postoperative patient with Moyamoya disease, where this
was presumed to be a post-operative blood-product artifact
on EPI. (Fig 6C).

RS-EPI also reduced distortion in areas adjacent to tissue-
air or bone interfaces from signal-intensity pile-up effects (Fig
6A, -B) and gave increased diagnostic confidence in areas ad-
jacent to the auditory canal in a patient with tumor (Fig 7). In
several patients, EPI had elevated gray/white matter contrast
on iso-DWI due to a more pronounced T2 shinethrough effect
from the longer TE of EPI as shown in Fig 8 (note that this did
not occur for RS-EPI even though RS-EPI used twice-refo-
cused diffusion preparation which prolongs TE). These equiv-

Fig 3. An 18-month-old boy presenting with subdural empyema. A and B, Abscess depicted
with greater diagnostic confidence on RS-EPI. C and D, Pus present along the falx on RS-EPI
(D), not well seen on EPI (C).

Fig 2. Comparison between the routine ASSET-accelerated EPI sequence and our implementation of RS-EPI in terms of 5 categories averaged over 35 patients.
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ocal signal-intensity high intensities occasionally led to a de-
creased diagnostic confidence level.

In 12 patients, the EPI scans had mild-to-severe “worm-
like” artifacts that often corrupted several sections, generally
in a supratentorial location, though these were not accounted
for when considering the final sequence preference because
they can be attributed to a reconstruction flaw of the product
sequence related to partial Fourier reconstruction.7 The RS-
EPI dataset was preferred overall in all except 2 patients due to
the presence of destructive phase-cancellation artifacts on RS-
EPI arising from pulsatile brain motion. By using the full tri-
angular-window radius, we found that these artifacts could be
removed in both datasets—with little effect on the noise char-
acteristics in the final iso-DWI.

Although ASSET EPI scans had better SNR efficiency (ie,
SNR per square root of the scanning time), the higher spatial
resolution as well as reduced blurring and distortions on RS-
EPI scans improved anatomic details at the cortical-subcorti-
cal levels, brain stem, temporal and inferior frontal lobes, skull
base, nasoethmoid region in interior cranial fosa, the cranial
nerves, and the orbits. Exquisite orbital detail was delineated
in all 35 RS-EPI scans. Figure 9 shows side-by-side compari-
sons between ASSET EPI (top) and RS-EPI (bottom) DWIs in
2 patients and highlights these findings. Figure 9A shows a
patient with a small subdural empyema in the middle cranial
fossa, which was equivocal on conventional ASSET EPI,
mostly because of poor resolution and profound signal inten-
sity loss along the orbits. On RS-EPI, orbital details such as the
optic nerve and medial rectus muscle were more clearly out-

lined compared with ASSET EPI. Also, due to less distortion,
RS-EPI enabled tumor delineation more clearly, even at the
anterior skull base and near air–soft tissue interfaces, such as
the nasoethmoid. This illustrates a potential clinical use of
RS-EPI in evaluating highly cellular pediatric tumors, such as
neuroblastoma, retinoblastoma, and rhabdomyosarcoma,
which have a propensity to occur in regions susceptible to
distortion.

Discussion
As shown in Fig 2, RS-EPI outperformed the product ASSET
EPI sequence in all categories selected for image quality. How-
ever, because the SNR was not normalized for scanning time,
in practice EPI would outperform RS-EPI for SNR because it
covers k-space more efficiently. Figures 3–9 show cases in
which RS-EPI had increased diagnostic confidence and/or im-
proved lesion conspicuity. The increased clarity and ability to
resolve small neuroanatomic structures with RS-EPI was par-
ticularly noticeable in areas of high susceptibility such as infe-
rior frontal lobes, temporal lobes, and posterior fossa.

In addition, RS-EPI did not have the detrimental wormlike
artifacts as seen in 12 patients on EPI. These wormlike artifacts
arise from brain motion occurring during the diffusion-en-
coding gradients. A possible explanation for their presence on
EPI (and not on RS-EPI) is due to the application of the phase-

Fig 4. A 10-month-old girl with Leigh disease. RS-EPI shows exquisite resolution at the
level of the brain stem, specifically in the midbrain. The red nucleus is also better defined
on RS-EPI (white arrow).

Fig 5. A 10-month-old boy presenting with cystic encephalomalacia. RS-EPI demonstrates
cystic encephalomalacic changes with higher resolution.

Fig 6. Two patients with Moyamoya disease. A and B, An 8-year-old girl presenting with
possible infarct or blood product at the surgical site on EPI (solid white arrow). The absence
of these distortion artifacts on RS-EPI makes this confidently negative. The open white
arrows indicate undesirable brightening of the flocculus due to susceptibility artifacts from
the brain/bone interface. C and D, A 3-year-old boy presenting with possible postoperative
blood-product artifacts on EPI (white arrow), but the lesion appears more suspicious for an
ischemic lesion on RS-EPI. On closer inspection, the lesion demonstrates subtle cortical T2
high intensity on the T2 FSE sequence, confirming the suspicion that this represents a true
ischemic focus, rather than distortion related to postoperative changes. These 2 cases
demonstrate that RS-EPI is both sensitive and specific.
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correction in RS-EPI before partial Fourier reconstruction,8

while phase correction can ensure the “refocusing” of the sig-

nal intensity, thus providing a more reliable phase map for the
partial Fourier reconstruction.

SNR aside, RS-EPI was chosen as the overall preference for
all except 2 patients due to the presence of phase artifacts on
DWI. These artifacts were later removed by increasing the tri-
angular window used for phase correction of each individual
diffusion-weighted component image to the full k-space ra-
dius (r � 1.0). A consequence of using r � 1.0 is that almost
the entire phase of each component image is removed, and the
final iso-DWI approaches “magnitude averaging”—in other
words, moves away from background noise-suppressing com-
plex averaging and increases the hazy-appearing Rician noise
floor in the final iso-DWI. However, due to the use of a small
number of diffusion directions, the iso-DWIs in this study
came with only a modest increase in the noise floor because the
noise-cancelling effect of complex averaging is less apparent
with the use of a small number of diffusion directions. Thus,
for standard RS-EPI DWI, we suggest the use of r � 1.0 to help
avoid the presence of phase artifacts from pulsatile brain
motion.

Despite its obvious diagnostic benefits, reports on the use
of DWI to diagnose orbital pathology have been relatively
scarce. Studies that have investigated orbital pathology by us-
ing standard DWI are limited in lesion detection due to poor
resolution and distortion in the orbits.9,10 Optic neuritis is one
of the early hallmarks of multiple sclerosis; other studies have
also investigated the use of DWI and DTI as tools for optic
nerve evaluation.11,12 To mitigate distortion, the authors used
a reduced FOV technique that leveraged on zonally oblique
multisection EPI. Another study that also examined the appli-
cation of diffusion imaging in the optic nerve pathology used a
localized volume 3D single-shot stimulated-echo acquisition
mode EPI approach.13 Future work could be to reduce distor-
tion even further by combining these localized volume-selec-
tion approaches with RS-EPI, as has been done for spine
imaging.14

Other methods used for reducing distortion are FSE meth-
ods, such as PROPELLER or split-echo acquisition of FSE sig-
nals. These methods could potentially provide high-quality

Fig 7. Two sections from a patient with diffuse infiltrating anaplastic astrocytoma (a
14-year-old girl). A and B, DWI shows areas of increased cellularity (open white arrow). C
and D, Areas of increased signal intensity on EPI (white arrow) suggest the possibility of
cortical and subcortical tumor involvement, which may be seen with gliomatosis or diffuse
infiltrating glioma. Reduction of distortion in RS-EPI shows a normal cortical ribbon. Also,
the open arrows show areas of increased distortion on EPI compared with RS-EPI.

Fig 8. Two sections from an 8-year-old female patient. A, Distortion artifacts on EPI could
be confused with subdural hemorrhage or empyema. This artifact disappears on RS-EPI (B).
A,C, Elevated contrast on EPI, not appearent on RS-EPI (B,D), could be confused with diffuse
cortical ischemic injury, encephalitis, or even seizure-related changes.

Fig 9. A, ASSET-accelerated (�2) diffusion-weighted single-shot EPI in 2 different subjects
(a 3-year-old girl and a 10-year-old boy) and their corresponding diffusion-weighted RS-EPI
scans. B, ASSET EPI scans have a better SNR, but orbital anatomy, such as the lens (curved
arrows), optic nerve (arrows), sclera (arrowheads), vitreous humor (asterisk), and lacrimal
glands (open arrow), are clearly better depicted on RS-EPI than on conventional ASSET-
accelerated EPI scans.
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images as well but can have prohibitively long scanning times
for clinically useful resolutions. The pseudo-EPI nature of RS-
EPI makes it much faster than FSE methods because more
k-space is covered in a given TR, and RS-EPI is also less inten-
sive on the specific absorption rate. While PROPELLER-based
techniques are well-suited for correcting for motion, previous
work has shown that RS-EPI also has robust motion-correc-
tion capabilities, even without requiring much overlap of each
EPI k-space segment.4

Here, we demonstrate the clinical feasibility of RS-EPI and
compare its diagnostic capability against ASSET EPI routinely
used in clinical practice. RS-EPI reduces artifacts that could be
mistaken for pathologic brain lesions, while enhancing lesions
that could be attributed to susceptibility artifacts. Further-
more, reduced distortion and high-resolution capability of
RS-EPI in evaluating orbital and sinonasal pathology further
highlight its potential future application in head and neck im-
aging, including imaging of congenital lesions such as der-
moid/epidermoid, infectious process, and various types of cel-
lular tumors.

There are some important differences between the 2 se-
quences compared in this work: ASSET EPI was the only DWI
sequence provided by the vendor, with an acceleration factor
of R � 2 to avoid aliasing and a matrix size of 128 � 128 to
keep distortion within acceptable limits. With our implemen-
tation of GRAPPA RS-EPI, however, GRAPPA can achieve a
higher acceleration factor, while RS-EPI can be acquired at a
higher resolution because of the reduced distortion. Because
we only had the option of performing RS-EPI together with
the standard DWI protocol (ASSET EPI), our aim was to show
the benefit of our implementation of RS-EPI in the clinical
setting. While the benefit of GRAPPA-accelerated RS-EPI over
GRAPPA-accelerated EPI has been demonstrated on volun-
teers,2 the relative utility of RS-EPI in this context has yet to be
proved in the clinical setting. This important investigation is
the aim of future work. Also a longer scanning time was nec-
essary for RS-EPI because of the higher acceleration factor as
well as the shorter data acquisition per TR, both of which
result in a decreased normalized SNR compared with ASSET
EPI. The SNR reduction is the greatest disadvantage of RS-
EPI; however, this may be well-invested for the diagnostic
work-up of lesions occurring in susceptible locations in the
brain as well as in the head and neck.

Other limitations of this work are the use of only a single
rater for this study and the fact that not all major classes of
pathology that could potentially benefit from this technique
were represented in this sample (for example, trauma). In ad-
dition, due to the increased scanning time, the benefits of this
technique may be limited in an acute stroke setting where time
is critical.

The work shows that RS-EPI offers a useful alternative to
diffusion-weighted single-shot EPI for evaluating regions of
the brain susceptible to distortion. RS-EPI was useful for
problem-solving lesions that were equivocal on standard DWI
and thereby increased the overall diagnostic accuracy. Fur-

thermore, RS-EPI may be used to provide additional patho-
logic detail in the orbits, skull base, and sinonasal cavity, areas
that often remain nondiagnostic and frequently overlooked by
standard EPI DWI. Currently, we have used 2 protocols opti-
mized for the given sequence and system hardware under eval-
uation. Further work is underway to evaluate the individual
contributions (ie, reduction factor and resolution) to the im-
proved ratings on RS-EPI. In conclusion, this study shows the
importance of improved resolution and distortion in the clin-
ical application of diffusion imaging, which can be accom-
plished by performing parallel imaging with GRAPPA calibra-
tion, combined with alternative k-space trajectories such as
RS-EPI.
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